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Michele Lee Health Culture and Healing. We speak with Michele Lee about "Working The Roots" and later we speak with A Shomari Smith about his short film "The Battle - Casual x Saafir", the legendary mid 90s rap battle between Saafir of Hobo Junction and Casual of Hieroglyphics.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 12/30/2021 12:00 60min
Mohammed Nowkin Arakan Rohingya Society for Peace and Human RightsLaw/Justice Thousands of social justice leaders in communities all over the world passed away this year. In our annual Fallen Heroes episode, we share words of inspiration from, and about, some grassroots activists that may not have been very well known outside their particular communities.Andrew Stelzer Making Contact 1/3/2022 12:00 30min
Walter Johnson Harvard University Race/Ethnicity "River of Dark Dreams: Slavery Empire in the Cotton Kingdom," a one-hour special with Harvard University history professor Walter Johnson. From the days of slavery to the start of the civil war, Professor Johnson discussed the inter-connection with slavery and the building of empire on both sides of the Atlantic; the expansionist vision of the slave holding class; the remaking of Mississippi from forested lands to cotton plantations; the centrality of slavery to capitalism and the global economy, jails for slaves and the continuum with today's mass incarceration.Margaret Prescod Sojourner Truth 1/6/2022 12:30 60min
Craig Aaron Education The importance of local jounralism in keeping people informed about what is going on, and facilitating communityJanine Jackson Counterspin 1/12/2022 12:30 30min
Shireen Al-Adeimi Law/Justice Discussion around the war in Yemen, it's causes and implications for usJanine Jackson Counterspin 1/12/2022 12:30 30min
Natalia Renta Labor/Economy The debt trap that Puerto Rico is in, its causes and implicationsJanine Jackson Counterspin 1/12/2022 12:30 30min
Melanie Campbell National Coalition on Black Civic ParticipationRace/Ethnicity We speak with Melanie Campbell of the National Coalition on Black Civic Participation about the fight for voting rights.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 1/19/2022 12:00 60min
Swati Rayasam UCSF Program on Reproductive HealthHealth In a two-part series, we look at how COVID-19 has torn through prisons and how organizers are trying to push state and local governments to release inmates in order to contain the spread of the pandemic. In part one, we focus on California. We take a look at why a prison, like San Quentin, is such a perfect environment for infectious diseases, especially an airborne one like COVID-19, how we might safely release large amounts of inmates across the prison system, and what weve learned from past release programs like realignmentSalima Hamirani Making Contact 1/25/2022 12:00 30min
Gerald Horne Race/Ethnicity Dr. Gerald Horne, a longtime guest and special friend of Sojourner Truth, has released a new book titled, The Dawning of the Apocalypse: The Roots of Slavery, White Supremacy, Settler Colonialism, and Capitalism in the Long Sixteenth Century. The apocalypse makes reference to the time period in which African and Indigenous people were enslaved, tortured and killed by the millions. In his book, Dr. Horne revisits the history of the 1500s, which is a century that is often overlooked when it comes to colonial history.Margaret Prescod Sojourner Truth 1/27/2022 12:30 60min
Jordan Chariton Law/Justice Update and analysis of the Flint water crisisJanine Jackson Counterspin 1/27/2022 12:30 30min
Claudia Walker Race/Ethnicity We also speak with Claudia Walker, the author of The ABC's of HBCU's. The first ABC book dedicated to historically Black colleges and universities.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 2/4/2022 12:00 60min
Kevin Freeabout Race/Ethnicity Hailed as bold, urgent, and impassioned (Time Out New York),Pass Overtells the story of Moses and Kitch, two young Black men who pass the time talking smack and hoping that maybe today will be different. As they dream of their promised land, a stranger wanders into their space and disrupts their plans. Evoking heartbreak, hope, and joy over its 85 minutes,Pass Overcrafts everyday profanities into poetic and humorous riffs, illuminating the unquestionable human spirit of young, Black men looking for a way out. Featuring a spectacular new ending only seen in the recent acclaimed Broadway engagement,Pass Overis a rare piece of politically charged theater by a bold new American voice. Pass Overis showing at the Marin Theater Company.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 2/11/2022 12:00 60min
Rakeen Mabud Labor/Economy Breakdown of supply chains and the disruption to commodity productionJanine Jackson Counterspin 2/11/2022 12:30 30min
Taun Hall Miles Hall Foundation Race/Ethnicity Police encounters during a mental health crisis have a greater chance of turning deadly if you're Black. New response mechanisms bypass law enforcement and result in helpful interventions. Reporter Jenee Darden looks at how folks in Northern California are trying to reimagine crisis response services.Mitzi Miller Making Contact 2/15/2022 12:00 30min
Dorothy Height National Council of Negro WomenRace/Ethnicity Sojourner Truth Radio continues its month-long coverage of Black History month featuring a rare interview with Dorothy Height. Dorothy Height, was an American administrator, educator, and civil rights activist. She was the President of the National Council of Negro Women for 40 years. In 1994 she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom. She was awarded the Congressional Gold Medal in 2004.Margaret Prescod Sojourner Truth 2/22/2022 12:30 60min
James Lawson UCLA Labor/Economy On Dec. 11, 2021, the UCLA Labor Centers historic MacArthur Park building was officially named the UCLA James Lawson Jr. Worker Justice Center, in honor of a civil and worker rights icon who has been teaching at UCLA for the last 2 decades. In this episode of Re:Work, 93-year-old Rev. Lawson shares stories from his youth, and how he came to discover soul force and the path of nonviolence.Anita Johnson Making Contact 2/29/2022 12:00 30min
Aquil Basheer Law/Justice Today on Sojourner Truth, Aquil Basheer, a professionally-certified violence intersession and gang/hostility intervention training specialist, joins us to discuss his book, Peace in the Hood: Working With Gang Members to End the Violence, and share his experiences while conducting trainings worldwide.Margaret Prescod Sojourner Truth 3/7/2022 12:30 60min
Valentin Lopez Amah Matsun Tribal Band Race/Ethnicity In this episode, we take a deep dive into Indigenous resistance against extractivism and the forces behind climate change. Well look at an underreported story in California about the Amah Mutsun Ohlones fight to save their most sacred site " a place called Juristac. Contributors Robert Raymond and Della Duncan explore the horrific injustices wrought upon California Indians since the time of the Spanish Missions up to the present and focus on how the Amah Mutsun are working to regenerate their culture, language, and land.Anita Johnson Making Contact 3/15/2022 12:00 30min
James Taylor San Francisco University Law/Justice Political analyst and San Francisco University Professor, Dr. James Taylor breaks down key points around the historic speech delivered by Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky to the joint sessions of the Congress and Senate. We raise questions about why there was no mention of African students who were not allowed to leave the Ukraine. We explore the great deal of empathy directed towards the Ukrainian people but very little for other minority groups such as African, Caribbean, Middle Eastern and South Americans people attempting to escape military attack.Anita Johnson Hard Knock Radio 3/16/2022 12:00 60min
Libby Watson Health In 2020, COVID-19 was declared a public health emergency (PHE). Two years later, over 16 million people, including 6 million children, could potentially lose health insurance when the federal public health state of emergency (PHE) ends as soon as April 2022. We will speak to public health reporter Libby Watson about the impact this will have on millions of AmericansMargaret Prescod Sojourner Truth 3/17/2022 12:30 60min


